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P,3ESIDENTIAL ADDRESS 

.‘” ANINAL BESEABCK IX NEW ZEALAND” + 2 
_by 

Dr. J.F.. FILMER,, Director, Animal Research Division, 
Department of Agrioulture, Wellington. 

Societies such as ours select their presidents from’one of 
three olasses - intrinsically great men;men who have rendered con- 
spicuous service to the Society, or men who represent an Important 
seotion of the members, It is only natural that there should be a 
general ‘correlation between the subjects of presid,ential addresses 

-and ,the classes from which the presidents have been chosen.’ The 
distinguished man often speaks ontopical problems, and his opin- 
ions are listened to with a respeot that Is sometimes determined, 
more by the reputation of the speaker than the soundness of his ‘-. 
view0. The old and faithful servant may be expected to give an 
hlstorioal review of the Societyts progross during his term of 
membership, and the older members at least disguise their boredom 
becauee of their genuine affection for the speaker. The seotion 
representative feels duty bound to choose a sectional theme, and 
I can only hope that) its reception depends more .on the importance 
of the, subject ‘than on the ‘skill wi.th which it Is presented. 

In eleoting,me as your president I assume that you,wished 
to record your recognition of the Importance .of animal research, 
and to show your appreciation of the efforts of animal research 
workers’, and that, therefore, y ou will ,not be surprised that’1 
have chosen “Animal Research In New Zealand” as the subjoot for. ’ 
this yearfs, presidential address; 

In order. to ‘prevent any’possible mlsunderstandlng, it is 
perhaps desirable to emphasise that the term flAnlmal Researoh” is 
used’in a’restricted sense and refers only to,the investigation of 
problems arising from the exploitation of animals by man for his, 
not their, benefit. Although to biolo@.etB this may appear a 
very arb,itrary limitation, .-it is, sanptioned by the use in a aim-,, 
llarly restricted sense of the words “Animal Productlontf in the 
name of our Society. 

current 
Any attempt to review past animal research and to catalogue 

investigations would result in something between an ab- 
stractlng journal and an annual report - both valuable but singu- 
larly unexoiting forms of literature. But some day, someone 
should write the history of ani;aal research in New Zealand, and 
if the investigat.ions now, in progress prove successful It should 
be an inspiring story. Let us then consider some of the ways in 
which we are most likely to provide the future historian with 
worthwhile material. : ., 

The success of.an.imal research seems likely to be con- 
ditioned by four maJor factors - direction, personnel, equipment 
and organisation, 

In d& very flexible English language, direction does, of 
co.uree, mean administration, but it also means aiming or guiding, 
and it is in these latter senses, perhaps more than the former, 
that animal research needs direction. It must never .be forgotten’ 
that the aim. of .animal research Is to increase the economic 
efficiency of.animal production. Not even a drastic revision of 
our system of monetary values would Invalidate this fundamental 
prinplple, for it will always be .necessary to economise in such 
real things as time; soil, water, fertiliser, food and labour; 
If animal production becomes uneconomic it will become obsolete, 
and animal, research workers will have to seek another sphere. 

A mere general reoognition of the target ‘IS not sufficient, 
there must ‘be conscious and deliberate direction, for aimless re- 
searoh is no more likely to succeed than unaimed rifle fire,, 
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Unfortunately, there still pers.ists in Borne circles a 
form of intellectual snobbery which refuse6 to recognise as true 
research any investigation which has an economic purpose. This 
attitude is justified by the allegation that fundamental research 
results In the discovery ,of new knowledge, while applied research 
merely seeks methods for utilising knowledge which is already 
available. If this were true, animal research would be rather 
like a cross word puzzle. The research worker would merely have 
to choose from abstracting journals. the answers that best fitted 

‘his clues and piece them together.. Only very occasionally does 
this happen, and even then, great ingenuity is required to adapt 
available knowledge to conditions which may ,dl,ffer widely fro@ 
those in which It was discovered. More generally it Is found 
that there are very real gaps in existing knowledge, and these 
have to be filled before the problem can be solved. In this way, 
applied retiearch has made many ,contributions to fundamental knot+ 
ledge, contributions moreov’er which have been of ‘immediate pram- I 

Q 

tical Importance &nd which:,. in some cases at least, would probably 
not have beenmade in any other way. One of many concrete ex- 
amples.which’could be quoted will serve as an illustration. The ” 

‘fact that cobalt ,ls necessary for the normal metabolibm of .at 
least some animals Gas discovered In searching for the cause of 
an enzootic disease of ruminants. It is difficult to see how 
else it could have been discovered, as at that time, no chemical 

‘method was available which was capable of ‘measuring cobalt in 
the concentration in which it occurs in pastures or animal tissues. 
After fieid experiments had shown that affected sheep could be 
cured by the addition of one part ,of cobalt to every 10 million 
parts of dry matter in deficient pasture, chemists quickly evolv- 

* ed a method of measuring cobalt in parts per 100 million,, a de- 
gree of accuracy which there was no reason to attempt prior to 

. the animal experiment s. 

,‘Occasionally one still hears the term Itpure research”. It 
‘tiould_ appear to have about as much meaning aa the Australian. ad- 
vertisement which described a popular brand of beer as 99% pure* .. 

Ariy attempt to divert research activities ‘into economic 
channels inevitably encounters the classic story of Benjamin 
Franklin, You w’ill all remember how an enquirer who asked what 
was’, the use of a new invention, was crushed with the retort, 
“What is the use of a new ,born baby?” But economic pressure 
has today resulted in the practice of birth control In every civ-,. _, 
llised community.. So must every country with limited resources 
practice mental contraception in its 3eeearch Institutionso The 
rate at which biological problems multiply, in the stimulating 
environment. of the laboratory, is matched only by the most pro- 

I. lif ic members’, .of the animal kingdom. If unchecked this mental 
fecundity must result’ in a plagq’e of embryonic ideas, few of which 
have any chance of survival In the environments In which they are 
conce’ived. t. 

,. 

it must not be thought, however,: that the problems of 
animal industry can be solved by a few simple experiments de-, . . 
signed on empirical lines. Dr., Hammond. In his report to the 
New’ Zealand Goveinment said - 

“After the commercial needs of industry for research 
have been considered and the problems defined, the I 
scientific workerg should be allowed to find out 
the scientific principals involved in their solu- 
tion. If an ‘attempt’is made to find an immediate 
remedy wlthout knowing the scientific principles 
involved -the results will only be of use in local 
conditions in one area and will not have a ,tiide 

Y 

general application. This will .result in the, work 
having to be repeated time’ and again under different 
circumstances instead of standing for all time and 
under all conditio’ns. If 

I. 
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This should not be’ interpreted as meaning that a remedy should 
not be sought for a disease until It’s etiology is fully understood, 1 
Early investigators of “bush sickness” rightly ‘deduced that it 
was a. mineral def’iciency - “they had found out the first scientif- 
ic principle involved in Its solution”. This lead.. Ire vitably to 
the discovery.of cobalt deficiency, ‘but ‘even today we know ,little 
or, nothing of the functions of cobalt In animal metabolism, 

It ,is, of course, very much easier to emphasise that 
animal research should be -directed towards the goal of productive 
efficiency than to. indicate how this can be done. Just as the 
explorer in an unknown country is constantly diverted from his 
path by unexpected obstacles so will the research worker seldom 
find it possible to proceed directly to the solution of any pro- 
blem. But an explorer who allows himself to be constantly lured 
from his path by interesting discoveries will neither reach his 
prescribed destination nor live to report the discoveries made 
In his meanderings, To be successful, each research worker must. 
have a clear conception of the problem he is seeking to solve, 
and he must proceed towards Its solution with a great tenacity of 
purpose;’ He mayhave to pause frequently to perfect his tech- 
nique; he may have to make many fruitless excursions down pro- 
mising side tracks before he finds the correct approach;- he may 
have to wait ,for others to fill gaps In his knowledge, or to 
build essential ,equipment; he may have to admit defeat; but if 
he is conscientious in his attempts and records them faithfully 
he wiKl. inevitably.do something to assist in the final solution 
of the problem by those who follow. 

The ohoosing of problems is t’he responsibility of those’ 
who direot. researca, In general, they should choose the problems 
of greatest economic importance; for whose solution the resources , 
at their. disposal appear to be most suited, The general adoption 
of this principle would do much’to eliminate friction-and jealousy 
between aesearoh Institutions. Once a, choice has been made re- 
searoh administrators should exhibit the same continuity Of en- 
deavour wllioh they have a right to demand from the Investigators 
whom they direct, This may involve the refusal to attack pro- 
blems which clamour. for attention, if the Initiation of new pro- 
jects me&is the diversion of research workers from unsolved pro- 
blems which have been allocated to them. While such a policy 
would reduoe the number of problems being investigated simul~i;an- 
eously It might well Increase the total effectiveness of animal 
research in New Zealand. 

One of t+& most perplexing problems f.or those who direct 
animal research concerns the termination of projects. Biological 
interactions are so complex that the final solution Of any major 
animal pro’olem almost inevitably entails a complete understanding 
of ‘all biological prlnci?les, and so animal research will. go On 
as long as man retains a healthy curiosity. T:ic? lure of a line 
of research in which one has achieved some success must be exper- 
ienccd to be a$p;>eclated. But in every animal research. project 
there comes a time when economic conslderutions’call a halt. In 
fixing that end point there are three main considerations: A 
project should be continued. as long as there is any chance of 

._ 

finding a solution to the economic problem. !%hen an economic 
solution has been discovered, further research is justified if 
it seems likely to produce a more effective solution or to assist 
in the solution of kindred ‘problems, provided there Is ncl other 
Research Institution very much better equipped for such further 
reseaiG1-i. In cases where preliminary. investigations show that 
adequato faclli tics are not available, and cannot’ be provided, 
for the solution of the ;sroblem, it Is futile to continue inde- 
finitely, but no project should be terminated until some definite ‘. 
conclusion has been reached and recorded. 

No ‘one, of ‘course, would. have the temerity to seek to limit 
the field of research workers at Universities, or other lnstitu- 
-tionn, not specifically designed to solve economic problems, It 
is, therefore, d.ifficu1.t to understand why some such institutions 

. 
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themselves exciude from their spheres any problem which has the 
.faintest. economic taint. I hope the more adventurous leaders 
in Our U!liVei?sity Col.leges will pardon my presumption in direct- 
in& their attention to the exceedingly fertile fields for research 
which lie just outside the forbidden economic zone. Here are to 
be found many problems to challenge the crusading spirits of the 
most intrepid knights 0.f the academy,..: One might mention - the 
biologitial reactions’ of the flora and fauna which are found in 

rl the environment of farm animals; the physiology of ruminants 
with special reference, to digestion, amino acid and vitamin 
synthesis, and the endoorine control of reproduction, and lacta- 
tion; the exact mechanisms by which trace elements control 
animal and plant metabolism, The answers to these and many other 
similar questions will sooner or later be .required by re-search 

-workers in the economic sphere. If our academic colleagues can 
provide them they will. save’ us. many headaches; In return we can 
promise that the centrifugal force of economic research will con- 
tinue to.' throw into peri-economic space countless new worlds for 
them to. conquer. 1?Je will often meet them In our visits to these 
outposts of civilisation; we would gladly have their company on 
our return journeys. 

Having determined the objects of animal research, what d0 
.we reclu1r.e to make their realisation pos’sible? The first and 
paramount consideration must always be an adequate supply of 
competent research workers.’ A’recent press report suggested that 
In future British- civil servants would be selected by a’ Committee 
which should, contain psychologi.sts but not psychiatrists. :I’;c:??hape 

0 some day a similar Committee will. be. appointed to’ select research 
workers in ‘New Zealand. For their guidance; -1 should. like to 
propose the following specifications to idhich all candidates for 
reseal*& positions should be expected to Mnform. A research 

P . worker must have the i’nsatiable curiosity of all young things; 
The persistance of this beyond.adolescence is probably a special 
form or arrested development, but it is, so essential, that when 
it .fades the research vJor!rer should be promoted to an administra- “, 
tive position. He must have a critical intelligence which will 
make’ him very suspicious of anything which has not been experi- 
mentally verified. "The scientist has learnt to belie,ve in 
justification, not by faith, but by verification.” He must have 
a tenacity of purpose that will allow no obstacles to deter him 
in his pursuit of knowledge. He must have an uncompromising 
honesty, which will impel him to acknowledge his own errors as 
soon as they become apparent. Finally, it is desirable that he 
should have a philosophical outlook’that will enable him to meet 

.many di,sa;2j?ointments without becoming as difficult to work with 
” as a wolf with hydrophobia.. It will at once be, realised that 

the simultane!.)us possession of all of the above attributes 
would render. a person so unusual as to be almost abnormal. They 
would certainly disqualify him completely as a lawyer, a clergy- 

,. man, a journalist , .a diplomat or a politician - all very honour- 
able professions. Ed one need, therefore, feel the least .shame 
if he does not meet these specifications, but Ile should rea$ise ,. 

‘, that research is not his vocation,, 

It is almosj’ ckpha.in that eom& one has said that research. 
workers are born not made. They are oertainly not born ready- 

’ made. The training of research workers Is a controversial Sub 
ject and there is probabl, v no stereotyped’ plan khich will fit 
all cases* The university degree is only the end of the first 
phase and. in a:Li cases some for11. of post graduate training is 
required, In order to plan this intelligently it would appear 
necessary to decide, early in what type of research work the 
graduate is to be employed. Obviously he .cannot make this de- 
cision himself’, and it would nbt be fair to ask him to undertake 
specialised training without any guarantee of employment in 
which it Mll. be of value. I am of the opinion that Research In- 
stitutions should interest themselves far more in the training Of 
their future staff. I should like to se5 a sys,tem instituted. 

4 whereby research recruits ‘were chosen d.uring their degree course 
and appointed au soon L;S they have received their Bachelor’s de- 

1 
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degree. The iiesearch Institution would then assume the financial 
responsibility for further trainin?., .and. assis,t in specifying 
the n’ature of such training. In some cases tliis vrould consist of 
further stuc1.y in carefully chosen subJects 1,eading to an Honoui’s 
degree at a lew Zealand University College, at a Kew Zealand ?te- 
search InSti tUtiOn or overseas. In quite a number of cases I 
believe it would be wise for the new recruit, Immediately after 
graduation, to serve an apprenticeship in a Research Institution 
to enable him ,t,d .acqualnt himself with the problem on which he 
is- to be engaged’. If necessary, he ,could then #undertake further 
study with a better comprehension of what is need_ed to complete 
hle mental equipment. Suoh’ a .systen would obviously require very 
ol.ose collaboration between the University Colle,ges and the 3e- 
search Institutions, both in the choice of research recruits and 
in pl.&lilitlg their training; .but. this should not present dlffi-’ ‘. 

oulties any greater’ than those ,being overcome at San Franbisco. 

!fo have determinedthe objects of animal research, we have 
chosen and trained our -research workers, and now we must find 
them a home, No Research Institution is complete without a we!.‘1 
designed, well equipped laboratory - or is it? Hans Zin,sser 
in “As I iiemember Him” .refers to the era In which American 
millionaires discovered science as an outlet for their surplus 
wealth a.ild says, “Opportunity was made available faster than the 
brains ‘needed to take advantage of it could be mob,illsed. There 
was at fi;:st much mere re-discovery of what was already well 
known in &rope and in many- p1ace.s half trained people in mag- 
nificent laboratories wbre sitting on sterile ideas like hens 
on boiled eggs. II .’ We have advanced a long way since then. 30th 
eggs and ideas (including sterile ones) are now hatched in very 
expensive incubators. 

Yesj la%oretories and equipment are. necessary, but I 
would urge that their planning and selection be guided a little 
more by’the, ljurpose for ~rhich they are to be used, and a little 
less by the latest architectural fashions, and the most recent 

., 

editions of’ manufacturers catalogues, 8 
. 

‘An aocompl_ished angler experiences great aesthetic satis- 
faition in capturing a wily trout with a well oast fly, but a 
boy with a worm will catch more fish than an unskilled fly 
f isherman. No investigator will a&ompllsh much unless he finds 
some pleasure In his work, but .research 1-e something more than 
recreation, which is engaged in mainly for pleasure. It is 

-perhaps worth mentioning that much modern apparatus Is not fool- 
proof and .research .workero should be extremely crltlcial of i%- 
suits obtained with apparatus with which they are not thoroughly 
f amil1a.r. 

Gadgeteers are not an.u.nmixed blessing. The man who can, 
.and does, cleslgn a piece of apparatus whe!: it is ,needed, is al- 
most invaluable, . . The .man whose main object In life Is the pro- 
duction of extremely complicated ‘app,aratus is a pest ‘in a labora-. 1 
tory, though he. might be worth a fortune to a manufacturer, 

/’ 
But animal research In Mew Zealand is not all conducted in 

laboratories. ‘A well designed set of sheep yards: a carefully 
sub-divided area of pasture;’ an efficient apparatus for collect- 
ing exoreta frcm a grazing animal; apparatus for recording rate’ 
of ~millr ‘extraction; an instrument for-collecting liver uamoles 
from a’ Living sheep; an apparatus for separating faeces from 
dry grass A such things as these are Just as necessary as the. 
most. delicate apparatus’ ever listed in a catalogue. In the pro- 
duction of paddock, yard ‘and shed apparatus, New Zealand workers 
can affti::d to give their imagination full play. Some of them 
have already made ,very valuable contribu$lons. 

bb~iouoly the great ,expense involved in building and 
equipping laboratories necessitates a degree’ of centralisation, 
but there are .some real: dangers involved in such a pol.1~~~. In 
tiesea+ stations there IS no oorrelation between size and ef- 
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flclency, unless’it.be a negative one.. The director of a research 
station should always be a man with’ a ‘very real interest ,tn re- 
search and It is his duty, 
the chosen objectives, 

.to direct the lnveatigations towards 
to assist in their planning and to supe- 

vise their conduct, ,. As soon as the research etatlon gets, 60 big 
that he can no longer take a personal interest In individual pro- 
Jects, efficiency will. tend to’decrease. 

_.I’ 

,J There is another subtle danger which must, be guarded 
against, in large animal research stations. In order to study 
the problems of ,anlmal breeding and animal feedlng it 1s neaess-. 

_ 

ary to breed flocks and herds and to’grow feed for them. rtis 
only natural. to endeavour to breed good animals and to grow 

: 

good- pastures and ctiops, and these can easliy become main objec- 
tives reoulrlng the attention of a large proportion of the staff 
and actively interfering with the planning of research projeots, 
It may be quite Justifiable to breed hlgh.,grade stock and to feed 
them oil, first class pastures, but, if necessary, there must be 
an equal readiness, deliberately, to breed poor stock and to feed 
them On Gird grade pastures, An animal research station must 
not be alLowed to degenerate Into a model stud farm. 

When decentralisation becomes neoessary its planning- 
should be governed by the geographical occurrence of specific 
probl_ems rather than by the vested Interest of dlstrlcts, de- 
partments or instItut,lons. .; 

Kor~ we have reached the stage where our trained research 
u workers know their objectives and have been provided with ade- 

quate research facllltles. How shall we plan their research? 
Most projects start tylth A preliminary survey in which facte 

5 are col!_eated with a.vlew to defining ,the problem. For. this - 
. purpose organisations such as the Herd Recording Department of 

the Dairy Board, which collect data covering a large animal 
population aild have staff who ‘are expert in surveying such data,. 
can render, invaluable service. Uhere such organisations are not 
available, the greatest poeslb1.e care must be observed in elfting 
data, and. it must always be remembered that the evidence of un- 
trained observers la frequently an expression of,,thel,r .oplnlons, 
rather than a faithful record.of their observations; Ift 16, 
therefore, Important that at the earll.est possible stage the 
prob1em.shoul.d be Isolated from distractln lnfluences.V This may 
mean, settfng aside an area in a research 8 atlon, 4 or even ln- 
stltutlng a special research station, and detailing-staff to 
observe,, measure and record. Thls process Is neoessarlly very 
t edlous. It can be .prevented from becoming boring by the f re- 
quent ~analysl.6 of..reoorded data with a view to .flndlng a point of 
attack. 

0’ Sooner, or later the problem must be broken down into a, 
series of deflnlte questions, each. capable of a direct answer, 
In the pas-t there has been a tendency to eeek to accomplish this 
by allottfilg ‘tci the problem a team of ,workere, each of whom Is an 
expert, ln,hls own subJect, and. sending them into the attack sirrp- 
ultaneous2y. This .ln probably a vkry wasteful method. Let me 
refer again to Hans Zinsser, He. Quotes the following statement 
from Bacon - “Neither Is it pOs6lble to discuss the more r,emote 
and deeper parts of any science, if you stand but upon the level., : 
of the same science, and ascend not to a hlgher .sclence,” The 
author then goes on to say - “The ascending to a higher sclenc’e 

4 

Is the task with which medicine has been occupied In the 20th 
century, .3ut this ‘ascending’ which Dampler calls ‘the resolu-’ 
tlon of physiology Into blophyslcs and blo-chemistry’ cannot, be 
achieved without an lm:.,8ense’ prellmlnary labour of pure observa- 
tlon, by which’problems. amenable. to the methods of exact science 
are 1sola’t;ed and slmpllfled. It Let me give you an examele from 
animal research in Xew Zealand., When the ,concerted attack on 
facial eczema was planned In 1938, it was agreed by all ‘concerned 
that chemists should seek to discover the toxic material in 13as- 

b ture, wi$ch causes the liver derangement characteristic of the 
dlaease. Accordlngl,y, .pasture was colle-oted from paddocks from 
which fresh cases had been reported, ‘and this, was subjected to a 

: 
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very exhaustive chemical investigation. ‘Fortunately the work has : 
not been wasted, as It has resulted In the discovery of a number 
of‘ interesting substances Ttrhose existence was previously unsus- 
pectedi 3ut investigations have now shown that, .by the time 
clinical symptoms of facial eczema appear, the toxicity of the 
pasture has almost invariably fallen to .a very low level. The 
chemists were, therefore, set an impossible task. It has taken 
a very co:isiderable amount of tedio’us work to perfect a technique 
whereby toxic pasture can ,be collected and preserved In such a’ 
way that it retains its toxicity. Today, it. Is possible to say 
to. the chemist,, here Is a bag of dried pasture that we know con- 
tains the toxin, can you Isolate ,lt? Obviously the ,chemlcal 
search for ,the’ toxin should not have been started until that 
stage was rcac.hed. 

_. .’ 

Does this.mean that.the chemist (or ‘other specialist) 
should stand aside until. the Droblem has been reduced to a form. 
in which 1t’is”amenable to the.methods of his soisncel’? That 
will depend very largely on the specialist; If he can ally a 
broad knowledge: of his science with a general understanding of 
animal husbandry, he should be able to give valuable advice on 
the best methods of “isolating and ‘simplifying the problem. ‘I 
But in any case he, has a duty to himself and to .hls colleagues, 
to see that he knows the full history of ,the material that goes 
into his test tube, and to.ensure that It arrives there In a 
satlsfactor~ condition. This entails a close collaboration be- 
tween the laboratory workers and those who collect the materials ‘, 
that go into the laboratory, .or test the products that-come out 
of it. Administratora have a duty to see that this is made ,’ 
possible, -but. only the enthusiasm and sympathetic’understanding 
of the individuals concerned can ensure Its realisation, 

So far much, of ,.lhat has -been said has a. general appllca- 
tion to research, or at least to animal research., almost anpClere. 
Are there any conditions peculiar to Pew, Zealand7 Some two years 
ago after attending a stock sale in the Wairarapa district a 
farmer friend took me to the place where farmers foregather to. 
discuss their bargains and introduced me to one of the district 
pioneers,, a .r41an of the old school. 
and down 
books, 

, ;runted, and said, 
The old timer looked me up 

“1 sup->ose ‘you read a lot of bloody 
but there Id be ‘a dozen thing’s do.wn In the paddock you 

wouldnt t ,know anything about. II There are.probably a number of 
adequate retorts, but I must confess that they all’eluded me at y 
that time. J think I replied, “You may be right about that. ‘I 
With all due deference to this distinguished audience, I would 
like .to suggest that he would still have ,been right had he 
addressed his remarks to any of you; New Zealand ,farm animals 
spend their lives in. the paddock, and they subsist’ almost en- * 
tlrely on growing pasture, supplemented with hay and silage mad.e 
from that pasture, There are very many gaps in our knowl,edge 
concerning the habits of the grazing animal, the environment 
in which it lives, and the interactions that occur between the, 
animal and Its environment. Th.e filling of these ..gaps will not 
be easy. A paddock will not go. into a test tube nor can a cow 
be examined. under a microscope. The dry powder which .the chem- 
lot analyses la not the same thing -as’the growing pasture ,from 
which it has been made,, nor does a stained section of hepatl’c 
tissue behave In-the dame way as the liver of a ‘jaundiced. shee:J+ ” 
The organ’of a cow killed at the abattolrs Is probably not in 
the same condition as it was when the cow left the paddock sev- 
era1 days before. We know that climatic conditions affect’the 
incidence of diseases such as milk fever and grads-staggers- in 
grazing cows, but It may not be-safe to assu’me that’ they do 
this by causing a chgnge in the chemical composition of pasture 
at any j?articular ,t lme. The heal_th,and lactation of a cow on 
any &Lven day are influenced by many things’besldes the food 
consumed’ during the previous twenty-four .hours, 3 

All, this ‘means that we must observe and record the re- 
actions of our, gr’azlng anImalsi This will often present:great. 
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difficulties, but these can be overcome when research workers 
realise ths.t it is their job to overcome them, Listen to this 
extract from an account of an e xperlment designed to observe the 

* incidence of oestrus in 46 merino ewes in North idestern Auqtl-alia. 
" The ewe s were run in two adjoining pad.d.oc!:s, one of 800 acres 
and the otler of 700 acres The ewes were mustered. each 

i mornin;. This was difficult. and arduous work, 
the r4ns started, 

particularly after 
i??ot only were the paddocks ‘large and the’ 

temperatures high, but after a few Inches of raln had fallen the 
grou--‘. became too soft to use a horse.for mustering, r/hen, the 
spini:e:: heads were about four‘feet high It was hard to find the’ 
she e,,?. After mu9 terin;:, those ewes which had been marked were 
transferred to the other ,padd.ock. ‘I Dally obse.rvations were con- 
tinued ,frdm the, 7th October,’ lgal, to the 7th Piay, 1942, and. were 
only sto:qed then because as’ the authors say, “Conditions on t:le 
Station arifsing from Japan’s entry’ int,o the war became so diffl- 
cult ._‘I 

Xere eye ‘observations are not sufflclent. Yard sticks must 
be devised which will enable us to meas,ure with reasonable acdur- 
acy , and rec.ord, in terms of stand.ard ,units, the fluctuations in 
the +razln& animals ’ environment, and their reactions to that en- 
vironment. &very effort must be made to con,vert these units into 
exact ciicmical and physidal terms, but we must not make the mls- *- 
take of substituting for the,se. units,. chemical and physical 
measure~:e :lt s which have no relationship to. them. Let me lllus- 

c trate. To say that pasture growing J.n a paddock on the 15th 
kpril, when cut and dried, anit fed’ at the rate of 1,O)O grams 
per day for 10 days produces certain specific l’lver lesions In 

9 each of 3 lambs weighing 63 1’0s.) does give some measure of the 
capacity of that pasture to produce. facial eczema. Yhen we can 
say that the pasture contained so many parts per million of a -’ 
definite cilemlcal ‘compound, known to produce facial eczema, our 
measure~‘!ent will be much more uccurate. But a complete chemical 
analysis of the, pasture for all Ijresent knolqn constituents, none 
of which causes facial eczema, gives no measurement at all of 
its fab.i.o.1 eczema producing ?roperties. 

But ‘even the recordiing of ~oaddoc!: observations in. well 
defined. units of measurement is not sufficient. There must be 
‘deliberate exiJeriment’atlon in the paddock, and paddock experi- 
ments must be ;?lanned. with the same intelligence, and conc?ucted 
w?th the same skll!., as laboratory experiments, The latter 
are desigrisd to measure the effect of specific factors under 
carefully controlled conditions, in which they can be isolated 
from d.?sturbln& influences which occur in the paddock. 

. 
Suoh 

laboratory experiments are, of course, quite indispensible, but 
on the other hand. those who claim to be able to dispense with 
paddock e:q2erlments, make: the colossal ‘assumption that they 
understa;?d, and are able to isolate, all the faotors which are’ 
compounded to form that complex blologlcal system, the Frazing 
animal in the paddock. 

Ih d.esl’;nlng pad6.ock experimentsit is seldom possible to . 
hold environmental factors, such as temperature, light, humidity, 
nutrition and exercise, constant throughout the whole period of 
the experli81ent, and it is, therefore, necessary to study the ef- 
feht. of ads’.ii?g, .subtracting, or altering, specific factors within 
a chan~lii& environment . . Tliis, however, may. be ‘an advantage, as 
certain reactions occur only in one phase of the very variable 
paddo oli ‘environme nt , arid such environmental interactions may 
give the necessary lead, and can be further studied in experi-. 
ments desi,c;ned for the purj>ose, It is, therefore, Important to 
measure eilVii~onmellta1. variations, as completely as posslblc, 0.~1~ 
ing the ojurse of paddock experiments. Laboratory and ?adtlock 
experiments are complementary phases of animal research; -.the:r 
must be carefully Integrated, and. if not conducted by. the same * 
workers, those in one sphere should. be familiar with, the other, 
and there should. be frequent ln.terchange of. reports and suggcs- 
tlons. 

. . 
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1 do not, think that It Is possible to over-enphasise the 
need Coi> ;,a&;.ock research In iiew Zealand, and I want our youn”‘ 
New Zealand scientists to recognise the challenge of this almzst 
unexplored field.; 
here, 

There are research adventures to be underta.&en 

tory. 
as e:‘oltIng as any to be found in the most .famous labora- 
I firmly believe that some o.f our most Important animal 

probleins can be solved by ,nadd.ock research, and cannot ‘be solved 
.. 

without It, atit theg wll!. not be solved by leaving paddock ob- 
serva’t:‘.on and collection of Taddock specimens to sheoherc7.s.and 
cow Lands. Ye must, ourselves, go Into the paddock,‘and. we must 
go tLe:?e ‘not just as. casual observers, but as trained researcl; 
workers, Above all, we 
and grazing an,Imals. 

::ust learn to think In term6 of nadrlo-cks‘ 

tory, but rre I:lu,st 
tie canr.ot, of course, do without the labora- 

get awa:r from the Idea that all the intellect- 
ual ar%stocrats reside In the laboratory, 
plebeians are found. in the paddock. 

and that .only mental 

animal 
.:e need a real democracy of 

i-esearch ln’whfch there are well worn paths connecting 
padc?oc!;s and lsboratories,’ and a great many workers who are 
equalQ at home in both spheres of ‘research. 

.a8 that 
This address has now traversed a course almost as tortuous 

of a rnaJor,_research joroject, but. any of YOU who are 
actively eijgaged In animal research will know that. I have left 

.much gi’ound unexplored.. It will not, therefore, be necessary to 
emphasise tLat It has not been my purpose to pesen’t anything in 
the nature of a chart’er for animal research In i‘tew Zealand. 
Earlier, I suggested that ‘a research project should never be ter- 
minated until some definite conclusion had been reached, 
of you ma:7 

Uany 
consId.er ti:at In this address very few Incontroventible . 

conclusions have been reached. Nevertheless, it must be termin- 
ated. It has become almost a convention for the president of 
this SocIet;F to epitomise hls’ad.dress In the form of a ouestioil. 
In con?orrM.ng with the precedent set by my Illustrious 

eessors, 
6 

let me lead ;-ou back to the thought with whfch, J; 
ede- 

started, 
60 that after I’have finished, you may draw your own conclusloils, 
My c!UG6fiOil ifi, ,- 

for? 
Should a reseqch worl:er ,knov what he Is looking 

., 


